


트롤스페이퍼는 크리에이터들에게 창조와 영감의 도구가 되는 제품을 제작하는 스테이셔너리 브랜드입니

다. 우리는 좋은 종이에서 느낄 수 있는 촉감과 색감을 좋아하고, 기계적인 정교함보다는 수작업의 만듦새

를 사랑합니다. 우리는 많은 크리에이터들이 더 가치있게 일할 수 있도록, 새로운 관점으로 일상의 도구를 

연구합니다.

우리의 제품은 환경에 악영향을 끼치는 비닐 및 플라스틱 코팅을 일절 사용하지 않고, 잉크 인쇄도 최소화

하여 종이 본연의 펄프 질감을 그대로 느낄 수 있으며, 자연스러운 색감은 그 자체로 디자인이 됩니다. 트

롤스페이퍼의 전 제품은 FSC인증된 종이만 사용합니다.

Trollspaper is a stationery brand that makes products for creators to 

get their creation and inspiration.

We love to feel a touch of color coming out of quality paper and are 

also delighted with hand-made works rather than focusing on mechanical 

precision. To increase efficiency for creators, we always seek daily 

instruments from new aspects.

For the safety of our environment, we don’t use any vinyl or plastic 

coating and minimize the application of ink printing to get the natural 

texture of pulp paper has in it, and its colors themselves are directly 

translated into design features. The whole products of TROLLS PAPER use 

the paper certified by FSC only.

trolls paper















Plain Note focuses on materials and functions excluding design. You can use it by choosing one of various notes 

including plain paper, ruled paper, square paper, daily diaries, free planners, etc. Plain Note can be opened to 360 

degrees as semi-hard-cover binding and the leaves are not separated. Inner paper is composed to be used for more than 

one year. And ivory paper from Swedish Munken which got credit for writing and keeping well is only used.

※ Plain Note can be used by being combined with various jackets(Separately sold).

Plain note

·130 × 185mm

·160 page

·inner:100g/m²

·Paper certified by FSC only

·Chlorine-free bleached pulp ECF

·Acid-free paper｜Neutral PH



101:blank note

102:ruled note(7mm)

103:grid note(3mm)



301:daily diary

302:free planner (1year)



303:dotted journal

2021:Planner (1year)

Natural brown color

Cover paper of 2021 planner has the 
pure color sense of wood which is not 
bleached and dyed.
So it could have irregular motes.



A label sticker is enclosed in Plain Note.

The title of the note and the period of use can be recorded in the label sticker.



Caprice Note is individual as colored paper is layered.

Layered colored paper has its unique design by creating color lines on every side by nude 

binding. Inner paper can be opened to 360 degrees and the leaves are not separated. It writes 

and keeping very well.

※ Caprice Note can be used by being combined with various jackets (Separately sold).

Caprice note

·130 × 185mm

·160 page

·inner:100g/m² ~ 116g/m²

·Paper certified by FSC only

·Chlorine-free bleached pulp ECF

·Acid-free paper｜Neutral PH



Caprice note - Red brick

Caprice note - Deep Green

Caprice note - Light gray



Caprice note - Melange gray

Caprice note - Navy



·100 × 145mm

·128 page

·inner:120g/m²

·Paper certified by FSC only

·Chlorine-free bleached pulp ECF

·Acid-free paper｜Neutral PH

SMALL DEPARTMENT literally means a small department. It was made for people who work passionately and plays a 

role of being responsible for a department.

It is in your hand and made to be good to carry around as 100 x 145mm. And for inner paper, ivory paper of 120g 

from Swedish Munken which got credit for writing and keeping well is used. You can record with various writing 

supplies. Lines printed on inner paper were created by being stamped and expresses an analogue feeling. The 

light gray lines deliver a neat and tidy feeling to you.

Small dept



Small dept : Planner - Blue Green (1year)

Small dept : Planner -Emerald Green (1year)

Small dept : Planner - Carrot (1year)



Small dept : Sketch - Deep Green

Small dept : Sketch - Sand

Small dept : Sketch - Red brick



Caprice Memopad can be used by tearing off each sheet of layered colored paper. This memo pad is cozy on your 

fingertips as very colorful paper contains cotton pulp. You can record details by classifying them into the 

colors that you want as 5 types of colored paper are layered in one memo pad. The colorful color lines are 

shown from various angles as exposed slip knot binding. Please record different moments with the size that is 

good to be used on your desk!

Caprice memopad

·70 × 127mm

·64sheet

·Paper:100~120g/m²

·Paper certified by FSC only

·Chlorine-free bleached pulp ECF

·Acid-free paper｜Neutral PH



Caprice memopad - Rose

Caprice memopad - Azalea



Caprice memopad - Turquoise

Caprice memopad - Beige



Plain memopad

Plain Memopad can be used by choosing one of weekly, daily, momentary, to-do, and routine depending on 

its use. This nonstick memo pad can simply and easily be used being put on your desk because it consists 

of 46 sheets. It is cozy on your fingertips as very colorful paper contains cotton pulp. It can help you 

gain daily records neatly.

·70 × 127mm

·45sheet

·Paper:120g/m²

·Paper certified by FSC only

·Chlorine-free bleached pulp ECF

·Acid-free paper｜Neutral PH



Plain memopad - weekly

Plain memopad - moment

Plain memopad - daily



Plain memopad - to-do

Plain memopad - routine



Memo paper

·Box :80 × 47 × 22mm

·Memo paper :68 × 37mm

· Design : Each 10 sheets of 5 types 
(total 50 sheets)

·Paper certified by FSC only

·Chlorine-free bleached pulp ECF

·Acid-free paper｜Neutral PH

Memo Paper was made of pleasant paper. Please push the box in. Then, you will find paper which is good on your fingertips 

with the natural surface texture in it. Each 10 sheets of total 5 designs are in it. They are classified into two types 

of Frame and Color. Frame Memo Paper features two-colored rhythmic lines which are in harmony and Color Memo Paper does 

frames with vintage lines. It is good to use it by taking simple note, delivering your message with a few words such as ‘Thank 

you’, ‘Happy Birthday’, and ‘Have a Good Day’ to other persons, or recording the words that you like.

Memo Paper Box is special as pigment letters are carved on eco-friendly paper with residues generated in processing 

various food ingredients. Please put and keep small accessories in it after finishing using Memo Paper.



Frame memo paper

Color memo paper 



Label sticky paper

·Label sticky paper: 68.5 x 80.5 mm

· Design : 7 type x 20sheet

·Paper certified by FSC only

·Chlorine-free bleached pulp ECF

Label sticky paper is made by stickering each piece of paper with good touch and color.

The represented line of the label is a label sticker with an analog feeling because it feels like stamped.

You can attach it to the front of your notebook or use it as your signature on your belongings.

There are a total of 20 sheets of five colored papers in different shapes.

There is one paper each, so you can record the words on the sticker before you write them down.



Label sticky paper A type



Label sticky paper B type



sticker set

Sticker Set is composed of total 10 sheets and can be utilized in various ways because of the different figures and colors.

It can be utilized in various ways including notes, memo pads, or sealing envelopes.

1.Color Sticker: Can be utilized in various ways because of the different figures and colors.

2.Pattern Sticker: Features different shapes torn off from each sheet because of cutting lines on the patterns.

3.Mini Sticker: Cam be utilized as a point in scheduling or on calendars as the small round sticker of  8mm.

4.Emotion Sticker: Expresses various feelings of joy, excitement, sadness, anger, falling in love, etc.



Color sticker set - 10type



Pattern sticker set - 10type



Mini sticker set - 10type



Emotion sticker set - 10type



Message card

Message Card can be used by spraying perfume or room sprays that you like in ‘Paper Charm.’ 

The whole of the card and envelope is covered with the scent of ‘Paper Charm’ after time 

because they contain cotton pulp.

You can deliver the messages that you say and the scent that you like to other persons.

It is composed of two message cards, one envelope, and one Paper Charm.



Message card - LOVE YOU

Message card - LOVE ME

Message card - GOOD LUCK



Message card - HAPPY BIRTH DAY

Message card - CONGRATS

Message card - THANK YOU



Message card - MISS YOU



Wrapping paper jacket

Wrapping Paper Jacket is a paper cover that can be used by being combined with Plain Note. Its paper is soft and cozy in 

your fingertips because it contains cotton pulp. You can choose and use one of various colors and designs depending on your 

preference and it features cover designs that can be changed while using it. It has a phrase from a letter from Vincent van 

Gogh, one of muses of Trolls Paper, to Theo, his brother, that creators can empathize with.

* Cautions: Please be well-informed with how to combine Wrapping Paper Jacket with notes on a flat table before doing it.  

It is difficult to be separated and recombined according to the characteristics of the product.



Wrapping paper jacket - Azalea

Wrapping paper jacket - Navy blue

Wrapping paper jacket - Green

Wrapping paper jacket - Rose

Wrapping paper jacket - Baby pink

Wrapping paper jacket - Turquoise



EVA Cover

·For Plain note & Caprice note :

This size is compatible with 

Plain Note & Capris Note 

(130 × 185 mm).

·For SMALL DEPT : This size is 

compatible with Small Dept

(100 × 145 mm).

Not PVC, I'm EVA !

TROLLS PAPER's notes give you a natural pulp texture and are made with natural colors. We wanted to convey the feeling of 

hand stains with records over time. However, there were people who inquired about selling PVC covers with contaminated 

parts. As I am well aware of the harmful nature of PVC, I started exploring alternative materials and started this 

project.EVA is an FDA-approved eco-friendly material for Ethylene Vinyl Acetate. It is also selected as a major material 

for global eco-friendly companies due to its excellent recycling. Introducing a transparent EVA cover that protects and 

protects the characteristics of the TROLLS PAPER notes.If you want to prevent contamination of your notes, we recommend 

buying them separately.



EVA Cover - For plain note & Caprice note

EVA Cover - For SMALL DEPT



Drawing note

Drawing Note was designed to use it anytime and anywhere. Drawing Note of the two-tone color can be opened to 180 degrees 

without pressing it as the semi-hard-cover binding. Inner paper is good to do drawing because rough ivory paper well 

receives pencils. A famous saying of Vincent van Gogh, one of muses of Trolls Paper, is expressed by tooling on the front. 

It is helpful when you get bored with your routines. We support all creators. 

If you hear a voice within you say ‘you cannot paint,’ then by all means paint, and that voice Will be silenced. -Van Gogh

·150 × 220mm

·176 page

·inner:100g/m²

·Paper certified by FSC only

·Chlorine-free bleached pulp ECF

·Acid-free paper｜Neutral PH



Blue

Deep green



Green

Light gray



Soft Fabric Jacket can be used by being combining with Plain Note and Caprice Note. Your cards or name cards can be included in a pocket in the front of the inside. 

There is a big pocket which can keep receipts or stickers in the back. A pan holder can be used by moving it to the side. Fabric jacket design aims at providing 

advantages of hard covers and at the same time, being well combined with diaries and being lighter. In other words, it can be used for a long time and has pockets used 

in various ways. A note can be changed and inserted into it. But it was designed to make you feel as if you carry a light note forgetting the cover when using it.

* It can be a little bit stiff for the first time because it was processed with waxing for durability. But the longer you use it, the softer it is so that you will love it.

Soft fabric jacket - Theo



Soft fabric jakcet - Burgundy

Soft fabric jakcet - Charcoal



Soft fabric jakcet - Forest Green

Soft fabric jakcet - Cocoa brown



Soft fabric jakcet - Khaki



Thank you.


